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ABSTRACT
This paper pulls together re ent advan es in s alable video
on watermarking.

oding and prote tion and investigates the impa t

After surveying the literature on the prote tion of s alable video via

ryptographi

watermarking means, the robustness of a simple wavelet-based video watermarking s heme against
bit stream adaptations performed on JSVM (the H.264/MPEG-4 AVC s alable video

and

ombined

oding extension) and

MC-EZBC s alable video bit streams is examined.
Keywords: S alability, video watermarking, s alable bit stream, bit stream adaptation.

1. INTRODUCTION
With the advent of mobile devi es
ontent, s alable image and video

apable of wireless transmission and ubiquitous presentation of multimedia
oding is more and more employed to allow adaptation of a single multimedia

stream to varying transmission and presentation

hara teristi s. Ea h individual

ontent

onsumer

an extra t

the best video representation tting his or her appli ation from a single bit stream. A s alable video bit stream
an be adapted to t resolution, quality, and well as spatial or temporal presentation demands.
The JPEG2000 standard for image oding already addresses s alability by employing a wavelet transformation
and embedded, rate-distortion optimal oding.

1 The previous JPEG standard had only limited s alability support

(eg. progressive JPEG).
The

urrent ITU and ISO video

2

oding standards (H.264 and MPEG-4 AVC, resp. ) do not e iently support

ri h s alability options, but work is under way to extended the standard with features to fully support s alable
video

oding (s alable video

3

oding (SVC) extension to H.264/MPEG-4 ). Furthermore, video

motion- ompensated temporal ltering (MC-TF) in
superior

oding and s alability performan e.

4

Watermarking has been proposed to resolve

ombination with wavelet-based subband

opyright and

ontent authenti ation and integrity questions

for multimedia data by imper eptibly embedding information in the
be dete table, even when the multimedia
ryptographi

methods.

6

oding based on
oding promises

ontent.

5

Watermarks are designed to

ontent is altered during transmission  an advantage over 'hard'

In se tion 2, the MPEG-4 FGS standard,

7 H.264/MPEG-4 AVC s alability extension3 and a 3D subband

8
oding s heme (MC-EZBC ) are presented. In se tion 2.1 we briey review video prote tion te hniques based
on

ryptographi

means whi h aim for s alability

omplian e.

Streaming and s alable multimedia transmission poses

9 but has re eived little attention so far.

methods,

hallenges as well as potentials for watermarking

Se tion 2.2 provides a literature survey with regards to

watermarking methods expli itly supporting s alability.
We propose a simple watermarking s heme in se tion 3 whi h is used to evaluate the impa t of video adaptations resulting from the before mentioned
on luding remarks in se tion 5.
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ode s. These results are presented and dis ussed in se tion 4 with

2. SCALABLE VIDEO CODING
S alable video

ode s aim at en oding video in a single bit stream from whi h dierent representations, ideally

in a rate-distortion optimal way,

an be extra ted. Among the s alability options are quality or signal-to-noise

(SNR), resolution, spatial and temporal s alability.
There are several strategies to a hieve s alability: layered
prede essors, embedded

oding, used by 3D subband

oding, whi h is employed by MPEG-4 and its

oders su h as MC-EZBC, and hybrid methods, utilised by

MPEG-4 Fine Granularity S alability (FGS) and H.264/MPEG-4 SVC.
A single MPEG-4 bit steam

an

omprise two layers: a base layer and an enhan ement layer whi h provides

higher quality, higher resolution, and/or additional temporal frames. The aim of a s alable video

ode

optimise the video over a range of bit rates instead of a single bit rate. MPEG-4 FGS uses bit plane
instead of run-length

is to
oding

oding of residual data with the advantage to trun ate the bit stream at any point to meet

a bit rate budget.
H.264/MPEG-4 SVC e iently supports multiple enhan ement layers for

ombined s alability and improves

motion- ompensated predi ation by always resorting to the highest quality referen e. However, there is still a
dB PSNR penalty when

ompared to non-s alable

oding.

3

1

The base layer an be oded in a H.264/MPEG-4 AVC ompliant way, while the enhan ement layers whi h add
resolution, temporal or quality detail are
this paper, we'll ex lusively

oded with syntax a

ording to the SVC proposal. For the remainder of

onsider the Joint S alable Veri ation Model (JSVM) investigating the s alability

extensions based on H.264/MPEG-4 AVC.
All MPEG
are used to

ode s adhere to the prin iple of hybrid

ode s. In hybrid

oding, one or more referen e frames

ompute a predi tion of a given frame (involving motion and spatial estimation).

between the frame and its predi tion is

predi tion. The term ' losed-loop' system has been
does not know whether the de oder has a
Within all the

The dieren e

oded. The de oder's representation of the referen e frame is used for
oined for this type of predi tive

oding. Sin e the en oder

ess to the enhan ement layer information, e ien y suers.

ode s of the MPEG family, temporal s alability is addressed by

oding a hierar hi al P or B

frame stru ture.
An entirely dieren e approa h to s alability is taken by 3D subband

ode s

4 whi h were initially onsidered

for JSVM but reje ted be ause their ar hite ture does not t with MPEG's hybrid
art 3D subband video

Wavelet de omposition. The hierar hi al subband stru ture is then entropy
modelling.

3D subband

per eptual signi an e.
oding e ien y.

oding model. State-of-the-

ode s perform motion- ompensated temporal ltering (MC-TF), followed by a spatial
oded, taking advantage of

oding results in an embedded bit stream where video data is ordered a
An embedded bit stream

ontext

ording to

an simply be trun ated at any point without degrading

The en oder does not have to be

on erned about the state of the de oder for predi tion

('open-loop' system). In this paper, we use the MC-EZBC

ode

as a representative of this

lass of

ode s.

2.1 S alable video prote tion
Video

ontent is a undoubtedly a valuable digital

ommodity and its prote tion is essential to make

ommer ial

distribution viable and enable business s enarios su h as super-distribution, video-on-demand, et . Furthermore,
ontent integrity veri ation and

ontent authenti ation

an add signi ant value. En ryption and

ryptographi

hashes have been proposed to meet these goals.
When en rypting a s alable video bit stream in a naïve way using a
s alability properties of the bit stream are lost.

Zhu et al.

methods for JPEG2000 and MPEG-4 FGS employing

ryptographi

is adapted by intermediates in the distribution or transmission
s alability property of the bit stream.

onventional

ipher su h as AES, the

10 surveys s alable en ryption and authenti ation
means. They note that when the

ontent

hain, these adaptations must not destroy the

However, it is desirable that no re-en ryption or re- omputation of

signed hashes has to be performed when applying legitimate adaptations as these operations are
expensive and impose a key-sharing problem with potentially untrusted intermediates.

omputationally
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Figure 1. Number of publi ations on video watermarking per year. Sour e: author's bibliography.
Multiple video layers require multiple en ryption keys and thus more
appli ation s enarios.

Eski ioglu et al.

ompli ated key management to support

11 proposes pre-positioned shared se rets and

ompares this approa h

against several other methods.
In a more re ent work, Won et al.

12 examine a

ess

ontrol and en ryption for H.264/MPEG-4 SVC based

on randomly inverting the video data's sign bit before entropy

oding. Sin e s alability information is in luded

in the network abstra tion layer (NAL) en apsulating the video

oding layer (VCL) data, bit stream adaptations

an be performed by NAL unit dropping or
number of keys for a

Furthermore, a key management s heme redu ing the

essing the all the possible enhan ement layers is proposed.

S alable video authenti ation should a
This goal

ropping.

an be met by hard and soft- or

ept all legitimate adaptations appli able to a s alable bit stream.
ontent-based authenti ation te hniques. The later methods build on

per eptual hashing while the former employ a hierar hi al signature stru ture, eg. Merkle hash tree.
Mukherjee et al.

13 propose a format independent en ryption framework for s alable bit streams. Format

independent bit stream adaptation is enabled by the use of MPEG-21 Part7 Digital Item Adaption (DIA) meta
data augmenting the bit stream. Note that su h a novel, format-agnosti

approa h is in

ontradi tion to format-

ompliant te hnologies whi h might have a large installation base.

2.2 Video watermarking and s alability
Watermarking

an provide a level of prote tion  a se ond line of defen e  after the video has been de rypted.

Therefore, it has been proposed to resolve ontent ownership laims or for traitor tra ing in forensi ngerprinting
appli ations. The later obje tive is a hieved by embedding a ngerprint identifying the individual
addition, watermarks an be used to embed

onsumer. In

ontent integrity or authenti ation information for soft, i.e. a

ording

to a per eptual similarity measure, or hard veri ation. Another major advantage of robust watermarking over
ryptographi

means is its inherent toleran e to transmission errors.

Over the last de ade, watermarking of multimedia

ontent has re eived mu h attention. Video watermarking

shares many aspe ts with image watermarking. However, pe uliarities su h as the human per eption

hara teris-

ti s in the temporal domain, the high redundan y between frames giving rise to inter-frame

ollusion atta ks, and

the sheer volume of data to be pro essed  in real time for some appli ations  need to be

onsidered separately.

14 provide an overview of video watermarking te hniques and hallenges. More re ent resear h has
15, 16 ompressed-domain embedding,17, 18 with an emphafo used on the ollusion atta ks and ountermeasures,
1922
23, 24 and
sis on H.264/MPEG-4 AVC,
per eptual modelling of temporal human vision (HVS) hara teristi s

Doërr et al.

signal- oherent embedding,

25, 26 some approa hes using 3D de ompositions.27, 28

Despite intense resear h in the area of video watermarking, see gure 1, watermarking in
video has neither re eived mu h attention nor is it well dened.
s alability and review related work in the respe tive dire tions.

onne tion s alable

In the following we identify six aspe ts of

Complexity s alability.

As pro essing power in reases at the dete tor's end due to te hnologi al innovation,

more sophisti ated algorithms or rened parameters
A straightforward example is exhaustive sear h to

an be used for watermark dete tion or syn hronisation.

ounter geometri

atta ks. In a similar sense

an a watermark

dete tor preempt its sear h if the watermark is found early in low distortion s enarios, thereby saving
data transform operations. For image watermarking, Xia et al.
de omposition to obtain watermark whi h is

29

ostly

30 exploit the hierar hi al nature of the wavelet

omplexity and also inherently resolution s alable.

Dete tion progressiveness and robustness to quality s alability.

We distinguish between quality s al-

ability on the one, and resolution and temporal s alability on the other hand. The robustness of a watermark
to

oding at dierent bit rates, whi h is in most instan es equivalent to a quantisation atta k in the transform

domain, is very well studied. All video

ode s

onsidered here form an embedded bit stream whi h

an easily be

trun ated for s alability and an embedded robust watermark will thus support some degree of quality s alability.
Resolution and temporal s alability pose more of a problem as spatial down-sampling and temporal adaptation
pose also a syn hronisation issue.
When watermark dete tion is integrated in the bit stream de oder, the watermark
omponents

oded initially. Thus, watermark dete tion

to improve dete tion a

an

an be aligned with image

ommen e early on while additional data is used

ura y. A quality-progressive image watermark is proposed by Chen et al.

spe tral sele tion mode of progressive JPEG images. Su et al.

31 using the

32 integrate watermarking in the JPEG-2000 ode .

Sin e the watermark is embedded in bit planes of signi ant

oe ients whi h are transmitted rst, it is possible

to dete t the watermark early, without de oding the entire image data. Lu et al.

33

laim that a watermark is

s alable if it is dete table at low quality or resolution layers, i.e. progressive watermarking. Seo et al.
a s alable digital image watermarking s heme for prote ting distan e learning
watermark embedded during wavelet-based image

36 Later, Piper et al.37

An expli it notion of s alability

oding.

35 They evaluate the robustness of dierent oe ient sele tion methods

with regards to quality and resolution s alability in the
by Cox et al.

ontent and propose a progressive

oding.

Watermark robustness to resolution and temporally s alable

rst appears in the work of Piper et al.

34 evaluate

ontext of the basi

spread-spe trum s heme proposed

ombine resolution and quality s alability and argue that both goals

an

be a hieved by exploiting the HVS appropriately.
Piper et al.
numeri

37 rene Lu et al.'s denition and states two properties for s alable watermarking along with

measures: dete tability and gra eful improvement. The dete tability property states that a watermark

shall be dete table in any version of the s aled

ontent whi h is of a

eptable quality. Gra eful improvement

refers to the desirable property that in reased portions of s alable data shall be prote ted themselves as well as
lead to more reliable watermark dete tion.
Pankajakshan et al.

16 dis uss inter-frame

ollusion atta ks by means of motion- ompensated temporal l-

tering (MC-TF) and relates this atta k to s alable video

oding methods where the redu ed frame rate video

onsists of low-pass temporal wavelet frames. The impa t of this unintentional
investigated for the MC-EZBC

ode

ollusion atta k is experimentally

in se tion 4.

S alable video authenti ation or integrity veri ation s hemes should tolerate the distortion resulting from
bit stream adaptations as legitimate manipulation. Sun et al.
DCT feature extra tion
into a

ombined with error

orre tion

38 presents a video authenti ation s heme based on

oding (ECC) for s alable video streaming whi h takes

ount re-quantisation, CIF-to-QCIF frame resizing and frame dropping.

Watermarking integrated with s alable

oding.

Alattar et al.

marking s heme integrated with MPEG-4 whi h takes into a

39 dis lose a

ompressed domain water-

ount temporal and spatial s alability layers by

watermarking them separately. They address the drift issue due to the predi tion loop between spatial base and
enhan ement layer by subtra ting the previously added watermark before adding a new one.
Wang et al.

40 propose a blind watermark embedded into MPEG-4 FGS bit planes for authenti ation of the

enhan ement layer. One bit is embedded by for ing the number of non-zero bits

Tj

per bit plane

j

and blo k to
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Figure 2. Watermark hannel with s alable video oding.
even or odd depending on the watermark. If ne essary, they
in order to meet the embedding
does not depend on the image

Distribution s alability.

omplished via

ontent and manipulation

oding e ien y. Unfortunately, the watermark

annot be dete ted as long as

The ngerprinting s enario poses several

as the number of users grows.
a

hoose to zero the bit yielding the longest zero run

ondition, thereby improving

In order to handle many users

Tj mod 2

is un hanged.

hallenges whi h be ome more severe

on urrently, ngerprinting

an likely only be

ompressed-domain watermarking and, to benet from multi- ast distribution, the ngerprint

would have to be embedded within the distribution network or at the re eiver's end. Furthermore, ngerprint
ollusion resistan e be omes more of an issue as the number of
He et al.

41 report dete tion results for

user set of

10

million for as little as

30

100

olluders as well as the number of users grows.

users applying an averaging or interleaving

se onds of video data. Lin et al.

exploited as side-information to improve the dete tion statisti s in a forensi

S alability and new appli ation s enarios.

Li et al.

ollusion atta k out of a

42 analyse how s alability layers an be
ngerprinting system.

43 propose a s alable audio watermarking s heme for

the Advan ed Audio Zip (AAZ) s alable audio ode part of MPEG-4. They embed a spread-spe trum watermark
in both, the AAC base layer as well as the LLE enhan ement layer. When the user does not have the key to
the enhan ement layer, only the watermarked and lower quality base
in either layer is

an be de oded. The watermark distortion

ompensated by the watermark in the opposite layer permitting lossless audio de oding when

authorised to use the enhan ement layer.
Chang et al.

44

ombine en ryption and watermarking to realize layered a

M-JPEG stream and

onsider an erroneous transmission

de ryption key for the next frames. Four

ess

ontrol to a temporally s alable

hannel. Watermarking is used to robustly embed the

onse utive frames form a s alable group: the rst frame

onstitutes

the base layer, the remaining three frame the enhan ement layer.
Lin et al.

9 dis uss the hallenges for watermarking asso iated with streaming and s alable video transmission.

They raise the question where to embed the watermark: at the sour e, within the network, or at the re eiver?
Distortion due to transmission error or network loss is not per eptually bounded as typi al atta ks on the
watermark. Error- on ealment te hnique aiming at re onstru ting the distorted video by estimating the damaged
ontent
aid in

an be seen as an atta k. Ironi ally, data hiding has also been proposed to improve error resilien e and

45

on ealment.

Most of the issues remain unaddressed in the literature and no results on the robustness of watermarking
systems to s alable video

ode s supporting

ombined s alability are available.

(a) watermarked
(b) dieren e image
( ) DFT dieren e
Figure 3. Embedding result on the rst frame of the Foreman sequen e: (a) watermarked, (b) dieren e image, ( )
dieren e in DFT spe trum.
In the following se tions, we fo us on robust watermarking of s alable video. Figure 2 illustrates the watermark

ommuni ation

hannel over a s alable video bit stream for blind watermarking. Assuming the availability

of the original host video for watermark de oding is justied only for

ertain appli ations su h as forensi

nger-

print dete tion. The requirement to store the referen e video is absurd or at least impra ti al for appli ations
su h as DRM, a

ess

ontrol, and authenti ation due to se urity and data storage issues. Nevertheless, most

watermarking algorithms reviewed above

onsider the non-blind

ase.

It is well known that by exploiting the host video as side-information at the en oder in message

oding and

watermark embedding, the negative impa t of host signal noise on the watermark de oder performan e

5, 46

an be

an elled.

Using knowledge of the s alable video

oding system or transmission

hannel may be bene ial for the

watermarking system as well: number of supported resolution and temporal layers, using the same down-sampling
lters to obtain low-resolution frames, denoising (MC-EZBC) and deblo king lters (JSVM), et .

3. A SIMPLE SCALABLE WATERMARKING SCHEME
We propose a simple, frame-by-frame watermarking s heme as a vehi le for robustness experiments with s alable
video

oding. The luminan e

omponent of ea h frame is de omposed using a two-level wavelet transform with

a 7/9 bi-orthogonal lter. Separate watermarks are embedded in the approximation and ea h detail subband
layer. An additive spread-spe trum watermark

wl (n, m)

is added to the detail subband

oe ients

dl,o (n, m),

d′l,o (n, m) = dl,o (n, m) + α · sl,o (n, m) · wl (n, m),
where

α

is global strength fa tor and

noise and frequen y sensitivity model.

sl,o (n, m) is a per eptual shaping mask derived from a
l and o indi ate hierar hi al level and orientation of the

47

ombined lo al
subband. Due

to the high energy in the approximation subband, we adopt a spread-transform s alar Costa s heme (ST-SCS)
for embedding.
normalised
before

Blind watermark dete tion

orrelation

an be performed independently for ea h hierar hi al layer using

oe ient dete tion. By applying a high-pass

3 × 3 Gaussian lter

to the detail subbands

orrelation, some of the host interferen e is suppressed whi h improves the dete tion statisti s.

A dierent key is used for ea h frame to generate the watermark pattern.
s heme should be employed in order to balan e resistan e against
remodulation (WER) atta ks.

16, 25

More advan ed key-s hedule

ollusion versus watermark estimation and

Figure 3 (a) shows the watermark embedding result on the rst frame of the Foreman sequen e. The dieren e
image, (b), reveals the low-pass stru ture of the watermark, but also energy

on entration in textured areas and

around edges. In the DFT dieren e spe trum, ( ), we observe the two high-frequen y bands relating to the
spread-spe trum watermark in the detail subbands as well as the low-frequen y watermark in the approximation
subband.

We will refer to above s heme as DWT-ST-SCS-N. It is designed to meet the following

riteria for robust

s alable watermarking: The watermark shall be dete table in the lowest resolution layer and reasonably low
quality layers.

Enhan ement layer data is independently watermarked.

Experimental robustness results are

provided in the next se tion.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
First, we embedded our DWT-ST-SCS-N watermark (see se tion 3) in the raw video data with an average strength

36.4 dB PSNR. Per eptual shaping ensure the invisibility. Next, the watermarked video data in en oded in
∗
two s alable video bit streams using the H.264/MPEG-4 SVC referen e implementation (JSVM version 9.1 )
†
and the MC-EZBC 3D subband ode . The JSVM bit stream has a GOP size of 16 and ontains two resolution

of

layer (QCIF and CIF at

30

frames/se ond) and three FGS layers. The quantisation parameter is set to

MC-EZBC, the number of de omposition levels was set to

4.

40.

For

BitStreamExtra t <bit stream> -e <resolution> <frame
pull <bit stream> -s <resolution layer> -r <bit rate> ommands, for JSVM

Bit stream extra tion was performed with the

rate> :<bit rate>

and

and MC-EZBC, respe tively. For JSVM, the bit steam was augmented with quality layer information using the

QualityLevelAssigner -in <bs> -org 0 <L0 video> -org 1 <L1 video> -out <bs> -sei -mlql
ommand.
The reported results relate to the rst

32

frames of the Foreman sequen e (CIF resolution,

352 × 288

pixel,

YCbCr 4:2:0). Compression and rate allo ation performan e in terms of PSNR per frame is illustrated in gure
4 (a) for the MC-EZBC and JSVM bit stream adapted to

2000

kbit/se ond. Figures 4 (b) and ( ) show the

dete tor response for the watermark embedded in the approximation and highest detail subband, respe tively.
The PSNR per frame u tuates wildly for both
GOP has a

ode s and so does the dete tor response. The rst frame per

onsiderable higher PSNR than the remaining frames.

Finally, in gure 4 (d) we experiment with MC-EZBC's denoising option and observe that denoising has a
signi ant impa t on watermark dete tion in the approximation subband (denoising is o per default). JSVM's
default loop deblo king lter is only a minor inuen e and enabled per default.
For the remaining experiments we only observe the approximation subband's watermark dete tor response
without MC-EZBC denoising.

Robustness to quality s alability.

rst

32

Figure 5 (a) shows the watermark dete tor response averaged over the

frames when extra ting CIF resolution video and adapting the bit rate from

2500

to

250

kbit/se ond.

The dete tor response de reases with the bit rate as expe ted. Higher values are obtained for MC-EZBC whi h
is due to superior rate/distortion performan e of MC-EZBC for this sequen e (approximately
with gure 4 (a) for results at

2000

kbit/se ond). The watermark from the JSVM bit stream

1.5

dB,

ompare

an only be fully

extra ted for some frames, i.e. the rst frame in a GOP and some P frames ( ompare with gure 4); on average
the dete tor response drops to

0.8.

Robustness to resolution s alability.

Figure 5 (b) provides the watermark dete tion results for the extra ted

QCIF sequen e with bit rate adaptation from

1000

to

100

kbit/se ond. Note that dete tion from the JSVM bit

stream outperforms MC-EZBC here. This is likely due to the dire t watermark embedding in the low resolution
video  the JSVM

ode

takes two separate video les as input for the two resolution layers whereas MC-EZBC

derive the lower resolution by wavelet de omposition of the high resolution video.
∗
†

Available from http://ip.hhi.de/image om_G1/sav e/index.htm.
ENH-MC-EZBC.zip, July 2005, available from http://www. ipr.rpi.edu/resear h/m ezb /.
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Figure 4. (a) JSVM and MC-EZBC PSNR at CIF resolution. Watermark dete tor response for the approximation (b)
and highest detail subband ( ) for the JSVM and MC-EZBC video sequen e. (d) Watermark dete tor response when
enabling the denoising option in MC-EZBC (o per default). All plots show the rst 32 frames of the Foreman sequen e,
adapting the s alable bit stream to 2000 kbit/se ond.
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Figure 5. (a) Watermark dete tor response (averaged over the rst 32 frames) when adapting the bit rate from 2500 to 250
kbit/se ond at CIF resolution, 30 frames/se ond. (b) Watermark dete tor response (averaged over the rst 32 frames)
after adapting the video to QCIF resolution for bit rates from 1000 to 100 kbit/se ond at 30 frames/se ond.
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Figure 6. (a) Watermark dete tor response after temporal adaptation of the MC-EZBC bit stream to 30, 15, 7.5, 3.75, 1.875
frames/se ond, rst 32 frames of the Foreman sequen e (CIF). (b) Watermark dete tor response in temporal layers 0 to
4 ( orresponding to 30 to 1.8.75 frames/se ond) for the MC-EZBC and JSVM bit steam, averaged over the respe tive
frames in ea h temporal layer.
Robustness to temporal s alability.

The dete tor response per frame obtained from the watermark in MC-

EZBC's temporally adapted CIF video is shown in gure 6 (a). Interestingly, the dete tor response drops drastially for low temporal layers as predi ted by Pankajakshan et al.

16 Adaptation from

30

to

1.875 frames/se

onds

have been performed. This is due MC-EZBC's temporal motion- ompensated low-pass ltering whi h really is
a motion- ompensated temporal averaging (MC-TFA) atta k.
Figure 6 (b)

ompares the watermark dete tor response obtained from the MC-EZBC and JSVM bit stream.

The dete tor response has been averaged within ea h temporal layer  the JSVM's predi tive

oding does not

hinder watermark dete tion.

5. CONCLUSION
We tried to rene and

ategorise the term 's alable watermarkig' by reviewing the s alability aspe t on water-

marking in the literature. We have presented rst watermark robustness results obtained with an experimental
watermarking s heme designed for robustness s alability from a fully s alable H.264/MPEG-4 SVC and MCEZBC bit stream. S alable video

oding broadens the range of unintentional, i.e. non-mali ious atta ks on the

embedded watermark. The frame dropping atta k often

onsidered in video watermarking literature is insu ient

to model temporal s alability due to temporal low-pass ltering. Motion- ompensated temporal ltering/frame
averaging must be

onsidered an unintentional pro essing for 3D subband video

The proposed simple s alable watermarking s heme a hieved robustness to

ode s.
ombined adaptations of the

investigated JSVM and MC-EZBC s alable bit streams. Further resear h is ne essary in the area of watermarking
integrated in s alable video
on the watermark when

ode s, esp. for the ngerprinting s enario. S alability is a lot more than distortion

onsidering appli ations of s alable video

oding.
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